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1.0 SUMMARY

One of the greatest challenges facing those who are tasked with keeping information networks
secure is obtaining timely, pertinent, and accurate information to perform the work. New
software vulnerability alerts are discovered and posted on the Internet every day that could be of
interest to a network defender. These sources provide useful information about potential
vulnerabilities, including threat ratings, analysis by other security experts, reports of attacks and
how they were neutralized, and ways to harden software or hardware to minimize or eliminate
vulnerabilities. The challenge for network defenders is navigating this sea of information and
locating the important elements that can help to keep their networks secure.

The Optimal AIDE Security Information Search (OASIS) project was envisioned to address the
needs of the network defender by assisting in the collection of threat, vulnerability, and
countermeasure data from multiple data sources (i.e., web sites). The search results could then
be processed to eliminate duplicate information, combined into a concise useful format, and
presented to a user with reference links to access additional information. As a result, the network
defender would have a tool to quickly view pertinent information and take necessary actions to
protect the network.

There are two major thrusts of research and development associated with the OASIS objective.
The first addresses the Information Search capabilities that are the focus of the work documented
in this Final Technical Report. The second thrust is Information Extraction, which will be
developed in a following effort.

The Information Search capabilities were developed using Java to create a Graphical User
Interface (GUI). The GUI allows the user to organize the security search topics into a tree
structure, which can easily grow and shirk by adding or removing topics from the tree. The tree
content can be saved in the text file and retrieved in the GUI with little or large modifications in
the topics or its organization.

The GUI was integrated with a Government Off-The-Shelf (GOTS) tool named "Buddy" to
perform the Internet search on the specified security topic. The results of the search are
displayed in a frame where the user may select one of the search result hyperlinks and view the
corresponding web page in another frame within the GUI.

Some of the options the tool provides include the flexibility of downloading html pages
corresponding to the search results at a later time when the system usage is low. These
downloaded html pages will enable the user to continue functioning in the event that the network
is down and the Internet is not available. The GUI also provides an option to perform an Internet
search on a currently selected topic or all of the security topics in the tree, whenever desired, in
order to obtain the most recent information available on the Internet.

The field of information extraction is still in the research and primitive stage. Writing the
software that makes computers understand the content of html (or even text) documents, and
interpret the information to eventually summarize or combine the information extracted from
multiple sources into a single document is a difficult task. It is possible to extract the static
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information from the web site with the help of tools such as the one developed by Fetch
Technologies Inc. However, it involves a good deal of user intervention in order to train the tool
to extract the desired information, especially in the form of a list or some number of lines of text
situated on a specific web page at the specified location. It is recommended that the Fetch tool
be further investigated and analyzed to try to customize it to meet some, if not all, of the
requirements of OASIS.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

Network security is a constant process that requires considerable time and effort just to keep
current with all of the pending threats. Network security analysts need to repeatedly check
favorite web sites for news and software patches, and to review e-mails received from the
various mail lists to prepare the network to face new threats. This enables the security analyst to
stay current with what is happening both on the internal network as well as in the outside world.
Additionally, keeping up with current issues on a daily basis makes it much easier to stay aware
of the software patches that must be downloaded and installed.

The abundance of information that can be found on the Internet regarding any security topic is
overwhelming. Web sites often have several reference links to other relevant sources. For
instance, if a user visits the Symantec web site on a daily basis, s/he will find links on security
topics such as Latest Threats, Advisories, Virus Definitions, Security Updates, etc. The amount
of time needed to manually read this information to identify new threats, advisories, or updates
to existing security vulnerabilities and patches is enormous. However, collecting the information
and trying to interpret it is only part of the task. The network security analyst must ascertain
how it applies to the network s/he is managing and how to use the information to secure the
network.

Moreover, changes in network security information and its sources are unpredictable. The
voluminous amount of information the analyst relies on may not change for days or months, yet
at other times, it may change rapidly when someone discovers a new threat. There will be times
when the web site administrator changes the organization of the information or changes the
URL. Furthermore, there is the possibility that the web site might be removed, thus making the
previously relied on information no longer available. Searching for reliable network security
information is further complicated by the repetition of information among the various web sites.
The user must decide if the information is repeated and, therefore, safe to ignore.

OASIS was envisioned to provide the network security analyst with a tool to help alleviate the
burdensome task of searching for relevant network security information over the Internet. The
software was developed to assist the network security analyst in automating the tedious tasks
presented above and to provide a collaborative tool to help organize cyber security information;
maintain a list of contacts, a calendar of events, and lists of tasks to accomplish, along with
saving and restoring the important security information.

Consequently, the goal was to develop software that serves as a search engine to extract intrusion
detection information from the pre-selected security web site(s), and presents the consolidated
information in a simplified view. This goal was translated into the following set of primary
objectives to achieve in developing the OASIS software.

1. Develop the OASIS software using Java.

2. Make the software design modular enough to restrict future modifications to specific
modules or involve the addition or deletion of modules.
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3. Provide the appearance and functionality of a collaboration tool such as Microsoft
Outlook.

4. Provide the ability to "drag and drop" the search results into a "personal folder" or a
"deleted items folder".

5. Indicate to the user the latest security updates by displaying a flag mark in the GUI near
the relevant security topic or by displaying a pop-up message dialog.

4



3.0 METHODS, ASSUMPTIONS, AND PROCEDURES

This section presents the methods, assumptions, and procedures developed for the OASIS
software.

3.1 INPUT/OUTPUT FILES

All data processed by the OASIS software are stored in files. The file formats used are text and
html. The tree representation of the security topics is stored in a text file. The default file that is
initially loaded by the software is called "topics.txt" using the format - N,TopicString, where, N
is a number indicating the level of the TopicString in the tree starting with number zero for the
root node, and the TopicString is the description of the search topic at that level. Note that there
is no white space before and after the comma (,). Moreover, no white space is allowed at the end
of the text file.

After the tree is loaded into the GUI from the "topics.txt" file, it can be modified by adding,
deleting, or renaming the nodes. These modifications can be saved to the same text file in the
format described above or saved as a different text file.

The results of the Internet search executed using the Buddy are stored in an html file with the
extension ".htm". This html file is referenced as a results file in this document. The results file
containing a list of hyperlinks, along with a brief summary of information contained in the web
page corresponding to that hyperlink, is created for each security topic. For each security topic,
there could be zero or more html pages downloaded (referenced as downloaded files)
corresponding to a number of hyperlinks in the results file. The name of the results file is
generated by concatenating the words in the security topic phrase and removing white spaces.
The name of the downloaded file is generated by concatenating the words in the hyperlink URL
and replacing special characters including slash, comma, dollar sign, etc. with an underscore.

For example, if a search on the security topic "war dialing" returns two hyperlinks, then the
corresponding results file will be created with the name "wardialing.htm". If one of the
hyperlinks URL is http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/War%20dialing, then a
downloaded file will be created with the name
"encyclopediajthefreedictionary-com War 20 dialing.html". Note that the extension used for
naming the downloaded file is ".html". The downloaded file becomes useful in the event the
Internet is off-line and the user needs to access the information on a specific security topic. This
assumes that the downloaded files were generated for that topic prior to the Internet going off-
line.

The GUI provides the functionality of open, save, save as, and download files.
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3.2 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

This software was developed using Java version 1.4.2. This version of Java includes the support
for Swing GUI components. Swing is a large set of components ranging from the very simple,
such as labels, to the very complex, such as tables, trees, and styled text documents. Swing
provides extensive support and customization capabilities for the GUI components.

The software was implemented using NetBeans IDE version 3.4.1, an open source Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) for the Java software developer. NetBeans offers the tools to
develop cross-platform desktop, mobile, and web applications.

3.2.1 KEY SWING GUI COMPONENTS USED

JTree

For the OASIS GUI, the security topics are organized into a tree structure using the JTree
component. The JTree object does not actually contain the data; it simply provides a view of the
data. The JTree gets the data by querying its data model. JTree displays its data vertically (see
Exhibit 3-1). Each row displayed by the tree contains exactly one datum, which is called a node
(also referenced as topic node in this document as node represents the security topic for this
application). The tree has a root node from which all nodes descend. A node can either have
children or not. Nodes that cannot have children are leaf nodes. In Exhibit 3-1, "Security
Analyst Assistant" is a root node. "Security Topics" is a node with children (also known as a
non-leaf node). "Tasks" is a leaf node.

The GUI provides the functionality of basic tree operations - add, insert, remove, and edit nodes.

Note that the portion of the tree shown in Exhibit 3-1 is considered a fixed part of the tree. The
following restrictions are implemented to make it a fixed tree part.

El No node can be added to the root node,. i.e., "Security Analyst Assistant". In other

words, no nodes can be inserted into any of the children of root node.

EL The root node cannot be removed or renamed.

EL None of the children of the root can be deleted or renamed.
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Exhibit 3-1 Basic Tree

9 E Security Analyst Assistant

F) Calendar of Events

SC o nta cts

LiTasks
e- 1 Security Topics

D Personal Folders

D Deleted Items

Exhibit 3-2 shows the non-leaf node "Security Topics" as partially expanded. This demonstrates
how a node is updated when a user opens a new topics file, and how the descendents of this node
are saved to a text file when the tree is saved. The fixed part of the tree is not affected during
these two operations.

Exhibit 3-2 Expanded Tree

L-1 Security Analyst Assistant

Dl Calendar of Events

F) Contacts
F) Tasks

9 : Security Tipi•cs
0- L Latest security news
9l Vulnerabilities

) CVE Vulnerability Database
L) US Cert Vulnerability Notes

17 Advisories
91 Commercial

) Cert CC Advisories

B SecurityFocus Advisories

B Symantec Security Advisories

B McAfee Virus Advisories
e- j DoD - DISA lAVA

E- Threat or Alerts
E Whois
El Tools

0- • Tips

F) Personal Folders

F) Deleted Items

DefaultMutableTr eeNode

A DefaultMutableTreeNode is a general-purpose node in a tree data structure. A tree node may
have at most one parent and zero or more children. The DefaultMutableTreeNode provides
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operations for examining and modifying a node's parent and children as well as operations for
examining the tree of which the node is part.

For a security topics tree in the OASIS GUI, the name of the topic that appears at the node is
actually a user object of type DefaultMutableTreeNode. Note that this user object points to data
associated with the topic node. In other words, the user object is not only the topic name as it is
seen in the tree but a tuple of <topic name, results file>. Remember, the results file is the html
file generated as a result of the Internet search performed on the topic name. It is due to this
association, when the user selects a topic node in the GUI, that the corresponding results file is
displayed in the top frame of the right pane. For example, in Exhibit 3-2, the user object for a
leaf node "Cert CC Advisories" is tuple <Cert CC Advisories, CertCCAdvisories.htm>, whereas
for a non-leaf node "Advisories" the user object is tuple <Advisories, null>.

Notice that the GUI displays the corresponding results file when a security topic at a leaf node is
selected, but when a security topic at a non-leaf node is selected, a list of its children is
displayed.

DefaultTreeModel

The DefaultTreeModel provides the methods for accessing a specific node of the tree, retrieving
the number of children of a particular node, determining whether a node is a leaf, notifying the
model of a change in the tree, and adding and removing tree model listeners.

When a tree is initially created in a GUI after reading the topics and levels information from the
"topics.txt" file, or because of the add/insert node operation, the insertNodelnto( ) method of
DefaultTreeModel is used. Similarly, for removing a node from the tree, the
removeNodeFromParent( ) method is used. If the DefaultTreeModel does not apply to the
software domain, then it is possible to define a custom TreeModel.

JToolBar

The JToolBar provides a useful component for displaying commonly used actions or controls. It
allows the grouping of several other components, usually buttons with icons, into a row or
column. The tool bars often provide easy access to functionality that is also accessible through
the menus.

For the OASIS GUI, the tool bar items that are implemented are shown in Exhibit 3-3. For an
explanation of each tool bar item, refer to Appendix A, User's Guide.

It is possible to hide/view the tool bar by selecting the Toolbar menu item from the View menu.
Each tool bar icon has an action associated with it, which will be performed upon its selection.

Exhibit 3-3 Tool Bar
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JMenuBar

A menu provides a space-saving way to let the user choose one of several options. Menus are
not placed with the other components in the GUI. They usually appear either in a menu bar or a
pop-up menu. A menu bar contains one or more menus. A pop-up menu is a menu that is
invisible until the user makes a selection. Exhibit 3-4 shows the menu bar implemented for the
OASIS GUI. The JMenu objects File, Edit, View, etc. are added to the menu bar to construct a
menu. When the user selects a JMenu object, its associated JPopupMenu is displayed allowing
the user to select one of the JMenultems on it. Exhibit 3-5 shows a JPopupMenu for the Edit
JMenu object.

Exhibit 3-4 Menu Bar

File Edit View Searc~h Settings Tools~ Help

Exhibit 3-5 Menu Bar Pop-up

3.2.2~~ 1 EVENTS ANAEENS aIS eneRsUsE

7n tE d it V ie w S e a r c h S e ttin 
gbs T o o ls H e ll

=1 Save Cr-

1,. Save As... Cr-

I Download files ctrI-D

Exit Cr-

3.2.2 EVENTS AND EVENTS LISTENERS USED

Events occur any time a key or mouse button is pressed. Swing components can generate many
different types of events. Each event type is represented by an object that, at the very least,
identifies the source of the event. Some events carry additional information such as an event
type, name and identifier, and information about the state of the source before and after the event
was generated. The source of an event is most commonly components or models (e.g.,
Hyperlink and TreeModel) but different kinds of objects can also generate events.

In order to receive notification of events, the object needs to register listeners with the source
object. To register a listener use the addXXListener( ) method; to unregister a listener use the
removeXXListener( ) method, where XX is a placeholder for the name of the event or action
generated by the swing component.

The following describes the key events and listeners handled by the OASIS GUI.
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TreeSelectionEvent and TreeSelectionListener

The TreeSelectionEvent is used to notify TreeSelectionListener that the selection of a JTree has
changed. This event will be generated when the user tries to edit or rename the topic node in the
security topics tree of the GUI. As a result of this change in the topic name, a new Internet
search will be performed and new results will be stored in the results file corresponding to this
topic name, as well as displayed in the top frame of the right pane.

TreeModelEvent and TreeModelListener

The TreeModelEvent is used to notify TreeModelListener about the change in the TreeModel.
The TreeModelEvent will be generated when a tree node is renamed, inserted, added, or
removed and the TreeModel will be updated accordingly. For renamed, inserted, and added tree
nodes, a new Internet search will be performed on those topics and the respective results file will
be generated. The OASIS GUI display will be updated to reflect the change in the TreeModel.

HyperlinkEvent and HyperlinkListener

A hyperlink is an element in an html document that links to another place in the same document
or to an entirely different document. Typically, a user clicks on the hyperlink to follow the link.
The HyperlinkEvent is used to notify the HyperlinkListeners that something has happened with
respect to a hypertext link. For the OASIS GUI, the hyperlinks, that are the results of an Internet
search on a topic node, are displayed in the top frame of the right pane when the user selects that
topic (leaf node) in the tree. The hyperlinks are highlighted in blue underlined text. If the user
clicks on this link, a HyperlinkEvent will be sent to the HyperlinkListener. As a result, the web
(or html) page that corresponds to this link will be displayed in the bottom frame of the right
pane.

Notice that the bottom frame may have one or more similar hyperlinks. However, no
HyperlinkListener is implemented to handle the HyperlinkEvent generated as a result of clicking
these links. Therefore, the user will not notice any change in the GUI display.

ActionEvent and ActionListener

ActionEvent is a semantic event, which indicates that a component-defined action occurred.
This high-level event is generated by a component (such as a Button) when the component-
specific action occurs (such as being pressed). The event is passed to every ActionListener
object that registered to receive such events using the component's addActionListener method.
When the ActionEvent occurs, that object's actionPerformed( ) method is invoked.

Table A and B in Appendix A list all of the menu items and tool bar buttons supported by the
OASIS GUI. An ActionEvent will be generated upon selection of each of these items and the
appropriate action will be performed as described in the tables.
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3.3 PROGRAM AND DATA FLOW

This section describes a general flow of data and control implemented in the OASIS software. It
begins by reading the "topics.txt" file that contains the tree layout in the text format. Each line
of text represents a node in the tree by a level number and name of the topic at that node. The
level numbers and topics are stored in arrays. The tree is created by reading the level number
and its corresponding topic name from these arrays and by comparing the current level number
with the next level number in the tree to determine if the node is a parent or a child. At the same
time, the Internet search is performed on the topic and the results are saved in the results file
corresponding to this topic name.

An association is formed between the topic name and the results file by generating a user object,
which is added as a topic node in the tree. The process can become time consuming depending
upon the size of the "topic.txt" file or number of topics in the file. After the tree is created and
all the results files are in place, the tree is displayed in the GUI along with the menu and tool
bars.

Once the GUI is up and running, the ActionListeners and EventListeners described above will
take over control and perform the necessary actions to update the GUI status. All of the data
generated or needed by the OASIS application are stored in files. The tree content is in
"topics.txt" file and the Internet search results on each topic are stored in the html file
corresponding to each topic. Moreover, the downloaded html pages are also in separate html
files. When a tree is modified in the GUI by user, the respective topics file or the results file will
be updated or generated. The user can use any other name for the topics file after the application
is started to save changes to the tree organization.

Create tree from text file

The difference between the values of the current and next level plays an important role in
determining if the next node is a child of the current node or a child of a node a few levels up in
the tree.

(i) Initialize parentNode with the first topic in the tree (root)
and childNode be null

(ii) For each topic in the text file
(iii) Set currentTopic and let currentLevel be the level number corresponding to

currentTopic in the file
(iv) Set nextTopic and let nextLevel be the level number corresponding to nextTopic in

the file
(v) Check if ((nextLevel - currentLevel) = = 0)

//the topics at both levels are siblings
//Parent of current node is same as parent of next node

I else if ((nextLevel - currentLevel) = = 1)
//the current topics node is a parent and
/the next topic node is a child
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} else if ((nextLevel - currentLevel) < 0) 1
//obtain the absolute value of the difference in level
//go up that many levels and the topic at that node
/is the parent of the topic at next level

I

(vi) Set the values for parentNode and childNode appropriately based on above condition
checking

(vii) Perform the Internet search on the topic using buddy search method and store the
results in htm file

(viii) Associate htm file with the topic
(ix) Add the childNode to the parentNode
(x) Adjust the values of childNode and parentNode
(xi) Go to step (ii)

Create a text file from tree

A recursive tree traversal is performed to generate the text file format to match with the one used
in the above section to create a tree from the text file. Depending upon whether the current child
node is a leaf or a non-leaf node, it is important to increment or decrement the level number to
accurately represent the level of that child, corresponding to its topic in the text file.

(i) Starting with the root node as parent node, set level = 0
(ii) Write the level and root name to the file
(iii) For each child of the parent node, set the child node
(iv) Increment the level number
(v) If (child = = null)

// Return from this path traversed from parent to the null child
(vi) Write the level and child name to the file
(vii) If (child.isLeafO)

// Decrement the level number and continue
else

/the child is a non-leaf (parent) node which has children of its own
//Go to step (iii) to start traversing the path from this parent node to

all of its children
//Decrement the level number to accurately represent the level of

child node

12



4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the features and options of the OASIS software and discusses their use.

4.1 OASIS GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

Java-based GUI software was developed under this project. Components comprising the GUI
resemble Microsoft's Outlook application. Designing the GUI to resemble Outlook was done
mainly to reduce the time users would need to become familiar with this new tool. Since most
users are already familiar with Microsoft Outlook, the learning curve would be greatly reduced.
The main GUI window is divided into left and right panes, a menu bar, and a tool bar as shown
in Exhibit 4-1.

Exhibit 4-1 The OASIS GUI

I2 IA Cye Awrns

File Ed[( View Search Settn~s Toolts Help

I E Security Analyst Assistant

n CalendarofEvents Welcome to Intelligent Analyst's Workstation!
D) contacts

D) Tasks

E-J Security Topics Begin using the system by selecting the search topic ofyour interest from the tree in the

I Personal Folders left pane,

I) Deleted Items OR

Perform the Ad Hoc search on the topic of your interest by typing the search topic in the
text box in the upper right corner.

The left pane contains the tree organization of the security topics and other topics pertaining to
collaboration of the security analyst's work activities. The right pane is further divided into top
and bottom frames. The top frame displays the results of an Internet search on a security topic
selected from the tree and is organized as a list of hyperlinks along with a brief summary of the
information contained in the web page corresponding to that hyperlink. The bottom frame
displays the contents of the web page corresponding to one of the hyperlinks selected from the
top frame. Notice in our example that none of the hyperlinks in the bottom frame are activated.
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The menu bar provides options for different operations that can be performed from the GUI.
These options are grouped based on the type of operations that can be performed on the GUI
components. The menu bar also provides the keyboard shortcuts for most of the menu options.
This feature is handy in the absence of a mouse for input selection.

Many of the menu bar options are provided along with meaningful graphical icons in the tool
bar. The key difference is that the tool bar options need a mouse device for selection. Compared
to menu bar options, the tool bar requires a single mouse click to perform a specific operation
whereas the menu options require at least two mouse clicks, depending upon the depth of the
menu options.

4.2 BUDDY INTEGRATION

Buddy is a meta search engine that uses a combination of Google, Yahoo, and other similar
search engines to assist the user in advanced search and collection of information from the
Internet. It provides the necessary tools and flexibility to quickly organize your ideas, search for
multiple items from a number of sources and combine the results into a single set. It is a
Government Off-The-Shelf (GOTS) product developed at AFRL Rome Research Site (RRS) and
is freely available for leverage.

One of the key features that is readily leveraged is the ability to add or remove and to configure
the data sources (e.g., web sites such as Yahoo, Google, SNORT, CERT-CC, and Security
Focus). The configuration of data sources involves setting up variables in Buddy depending
upon the search mechanism used by the individual web site. For example, for a search on the
phrase "Top Ten Vulnerabilities", GOOGLE appends "search?hl=en&ie=UTF-
8&q=%22Top+Ten+Vulnerabilities%22" string to its base URL http://www.google.com. For
the same search Yahoo appends "search?p=%22Top+Ten+Vulnerabilities%22&ei=UTF-
8&fr=FP-tab-web-t&cop=mss&tab=" to its base URL http://search.yahoo.com. If these web
sites change anything in its search mechanism, then the user has an option to manually fix the
source. Alternatively, Buddy can be trained to automatically fix the source.

To take advantage of such capabilities, a very minimal Buddy integration is performed.
Essentially, when a user requests a search on a security topic, the GUI prepares the format in
which the Buddy method will accept the search string. It obtains the list of URLs returned by the
Buddy method and displays them in the top frame of the GUI's right pane. The user must install
Buddy along with the OASIS software in order to configure Buddy for security web sites and
other basic Internet-related settings. As a result, the Buddy configuration options are not
implemented in the OASIS GUI, though they are mentioned in the OASIS GUI for
completeness.

4.3 MANUAL DOWNLOAD OF HTML PAGES

Downloading an html page brings a local copy to the user's computer. This is the page that is
accessed when the Internet is on-line and user selects a link to that web page. The OASIS GUI
provides the option to download all of the html pages corresponding to the links in the results file
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generated for each search topic in the tree. This operation is time-consuming, especially if there
are many topics in the tree. A tool bar button and a corresponding file menu option are provided
so that the user can initiate automatic download of the pages without manually printing each
page. This operation must be performed at least once before the Internet goes off-line.

4.4 INTERNET ON-LINE AND OFF-LINE SUPPORT

The ability to download html pages makes it possible to continue using this system when the
Internet is off-line. How current the information is at that point depends upon the last time the
download was performed. The system is fully functional when the Internet is available.

4.5 SEARCH FLEXIBILITY

If the user changed the tree organization by adding new security topics or renaming the topic
while the Internet was off-line, the results file will not be generated for the new topics. With the
"Search Selected Topic" option available as a tool bar button and as a menu item, it will be
possible for the user to go back and search the web for new topics when the Internet is back on-
line. At any other time, this option can be used to obtain the latest or updated information on the
web about any of the security topics. Also, the "Search All Topics" option can be used to get the
latest information on all of the security topics in the tree.

4.6 ORGANIZING SECURITY TOPICS

Because of the organization of the security topics in the tree structure, it is possible to expand the
tree efficiently and easily. It is also a better choice for a system of this nature.

4.7 SAVING AND OPENING FILES

It is possible to save the file to the same or to a different text file after modifying the tree in the
GUI. Modifying the tree in the GUI is easier than counting the level numbers for the topics and
editing the text file. If the tree is greatly modified, then it can be saved under a different name to
distinguish the changes from the original file. Also, if the user wishes to use the security topics
organization used by another security analyst because it represents a better collection of topics or
association, then the user can simply open that file in the GUI and start using it.

4.8 ADHOC INTERNET SEARCH

If a user wants to quickly look up a topic that is not part of the security topics tree but doesn't
care to maintain the search results on this topic, nor download the html pages for the results, then
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the user can use the "Adhoc" search option. The topic could be a word or a phrase that the user

came across while reading through any of the search results.

4.9 DOCUMENTING THE TREE STRUCTURE

Use of text file makes the system platform independent and easier to create and edit the file using
any of the simple editor programs such as Notepad, Wordpad, Textpad, etc.

4.10 LIMITATIONS

1. It is not possible to download the html pages for a single topic. This operation must be
performed for all of the security topics. The main reason for providing this option is to
allow operation to continue in the event that the network goes down and the Internet goes
off-line.

2. The system does not automatically perform the periodic Internet search on all of the
topics to inform the user about the latest updates. However, modules like "Search
Selected Topic" or "Search All Topics" are in place to provide this functionally with a
minor addition of time function.

3. The data base is not used to store search results information but relies on the file system
on the host machine.

4. The hyperlinks in the bottom frames are not activated. The frame simply displays the
content of the html page corresponding to the hyperlink URL.

5. Multi threading is not implemented therefore it makes the program execution sequential,
particularly when the "Open" file operation is performed. Depending upon the number of
topics in the file, it can take noticeably longer for the GUI to respond to this request since
the Internet search is performed on each topic as it is read from the file. Similarly, with
"Download html pages", it takes even longer as it tries to download the web page for
each individual link in the results file corresponding to each topic in the tree. The
workaround is to wait while performing such an operation until the user finds a break
when s/he is not going to use the system during that time.

6. Minimal Buddy integration is performed. The user will have to use the Buddy GUI in
addition to the OASIS GUI to use other Buddy features such as configuring and adding
new data sources or search engines.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND LESSONS LEARNED

The cyber threat, vulnerability, and countermeasure information needed for securing an
organization's network is available on the Internet in many different forums. For example, the
information on network security products is published by vendors such as Symantec and
McAfee; guidelines and procedures related to network security incidents and recovery
information are published by groups such SANS, CERT/CC and W3C; operating systems and
applications-specific vulnerabilities and information on patches is put forth by companies such as
Microsoft and Linux.

An effective information search on the Internet is difficult without a tool that lets the user
customize the search and retrieval process. The OASIS software attempts to provide this
capability in a user-friendly GUI environment with the added flexibility of organizing the search
topics and downloading the search results. These features can helpful when the Internet is not
available.

Effective information extraction is another feature that processes the data retrieved as a result of
the Internet search. It organizes, combines, and summarizes the data to make them specific to
the search topic and presents them in a prioritized order with the reference links made available
for further help. The OASIS software has been developed with these requirements in mind and
includes software components that could be modified and enhanced to provide the features for
information extractions. Initially, it will require more research and investigation to find the tools
that currently provide some or all of the requirements for extraction. The possibility of
integrating these tools with OASIS or conducting a scientific study to design algorithms to
accomplish effective information extraction can also be explored.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

Here are the recommendations we formed based on our work on OASIS.

6.1 INFORMATION EXTRACTION

It is recommended that various methods/tools (COTS or GOTS) developed in the area of
information extraction be investigated and evaluated. With the limited research conducted thus
far, we have learned that the Intelligence Community has some primitive tools to assist with
situation awareness in the areas of drug trafficking, terrorism, WMD (Weapons of Mass
Destruction), etc. These tools work on text documents and extract information such as Names,
Locations, Dates, Organizations, and Event. This information can be processed further using the
tools that map the relations among these entities and show the connection among the people,
places, and organizations with the events.

For the information extraction in network security domain, some of the information such as
known attacks and patches in the html documents (i.e., web pages such as SNORT, CC/Cert,
Symantec, etc.) can be in the form of tables or lists (which are already organized based on some
derived relationship). Therefore, the tools mentioned above will not be suitable for a network
security domain. However, information such as the latest security news will be in the form of an
article or stream of text, which might contain information on newly formulated attacks, etc.
Even for such information, the extraction could be simply capturing all of the text around the
search topic that would have the potential information about the attack.

No single information extraction technique will work for all of the types of information in a
network security domain that we attempted to provide in the OASIS software. Therefore, it is
recommended that the one that covers the majority of information types be explored first.

6.1.1 FETCH TOOL

A COTS product from Fetch Technologies (referred to as the Fetch tool) has some potential
applicability in network security domains. The tool works very well with static web pages.
These pages are static because the location of the information on the web page is fixed. For
example, the top ten vulnerabilities are posted on the Symantec web site in tabular format. As
new vulnerabilities are discovered or the severity level changes, the table will show updated
information but will still be positioned in the same place on the web page. The Fetch tool is very
suitable for this type of information because the user can train the tool to return periodically to
this table for the latest vulnerability information. There is always the possibility that Symantec
could reorganize all of its information or shift to a new web server but changes of this nature are
not expected to be frequent.

It is recommended that further evaluation of the Fetch tool be conducted to determine the areas
of information in the network security domain that use static web pages for extraction of
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information. It is also recommended that the possibility of obtaining the application
programming interface (API) from the company be explored and then estimate the effort that
would be required to integrate it with the OASIS GUI.

6.1.2 INTELLIGENT INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

Dr. Eugene Santos, the Director of the Intelligent Distributed Information Systems Laboratory at
the University of Connecticut, recently presented some of his research work in the intelligent
information retrieval field at AFRL/RRS. It is recommended that a follow-up be conducted with
Dr. Santos to explore the possibilities of leveraging his research work to apply it to information
extraction in a network security domain.

6.2 SOURCE CODE UPGRADE

The following upgrades to the existing OASIS software are recommended.

1. Modularize the code. It is important to separate the back-end and front-end functionality
from this single large program as well as to classify the appropriate methods for the
relevant classes. This will greatly increase the code reusability and ease future
modifications.

2. Add support for threading. For better GUI response time, a separate thread should be
created for each of the time-intensive GUI operations requested by the user that involve
lengthy Internet search and retrieval work.

3. Add capability to drag and drop the search results into a "personal folder" or a "deleted
items folder".

4. Notify the user about the latest security updates by displaying a flag in the GUI near the
relevant security topic or with a pop-up message dialog.

6.3 GUI MODIFICATION

As a result of the above-recommended enhancements to the OASIS software, the user interface
will need to be upgraded to reflect the proper presentation of extracted information.

6.4 TECHNOLOGY TRANSITION OPPORTUNITIES

Even though the OASIS software focuses on the network security domain, the tool is generic as
it will be applicable to other information domains with minimal modification to the information
extraction part. Without any modification, the tool will return the information specific to other
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domains but it may not be customized to suit the amount and presentation of information in other
domains.
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APPENDIX A
SOFTWARE USER'S GUIDE

This section describes the system usage with the help of various screen shots and detailed steps.
It also specifies the actions that are allowed and not allowed.

1. GUI Welcome Page

This is the first page displayed when the application is started. It contains the application
title in the top left corner, menu bar, and tool bar. The top right pane displays the welcome
message and prompts the user to begin using the application by selecting the appropriate
topic from the tree in the left pane. The partially expanded tree in the left pane is the fixed
part of the tree that cannot be modified by any of the following actions:

a. Rename topics at the root node or its children

b. Deletion of root node or its children

c. Add (children) or Insert (siblings) nodes to root node

d. Insert another root node (sibling of root node)

M IA Cye Awrns

File FdrM View Search Seltin~s Tools Help

9 E SecurityAnalyst Assistant

D) Calendar of Events Welcome to Intelligent Analyst's Workstation!
) Contacts

D) Tasks

0- Security Topics Begin using the system by selecting the serch topic ofyour interest from the tree in the

I Personal Folders left pane,

I) Deleted Items OR

Perform the Ad Hoc search on the topic of your interest by typing the search topic in the
text box in the upper right comer.
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2. Selection of the topic at non-leaf node of the tree

As a result of this action, the list of the selected node's leaf or non-leaf nodes will be
displayed in the top frame of the right pane.

File EdIft View Search Settih~s Tools Help

94P Security Analyst Assistant

) Calendar of Events Topics:
B)Contacts
F)• TasksB Tasks* Top Ten Attacked Ports
9 Security Topics * Top Ten Attacking IPs

ST e t * Top Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOSF) Top Ton Attacked Ports
* Virus News from f-secure

B) Top Ten Attacking IPs •New vu~lnerabilities

B Top Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOS * A
B)Virus News from f-secure

B New vulnerabilities

SIATAC
E L Vulnerabilities

F1 Advisories

. Threat or Alerts
7'-1 Whois

e Tools

e- ý Tips

B Personal Folders
B Deleted Items . . . . .. .
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3. Selection of the topic at the leaf node of the tree

Displays the results of the Buddy search performed on the topic at the selected node in the
form of a list of html links (Result 1, Result 2, etc.) ordered by the search engines (AltaVista,
Google, etc.) in the top frame of the right pane.

File Edit View Search Setfings Tools Hell)

L9 1 SecurityAnalystAssistantD) Calendar of Events Search Results for - M cAfee Virus Advisories
D) Contacts
B[ Tasks Altavista

9e " Security Topics
0- E Latest security news Found 3 results

0- E Vulnerabilities
• ~Advisories9( Commercis Result 1 : McAfee Inc....McAfeeAVERT (Anti-Virusgmergency Response

[P ý cmmertcOAdise Team), the leading anti-virusresearch organimzation, tracks the ... youDCert CC Advisories icomprehensive details onviruscharacteristics and indications of...
BSecurityFocus Advisories

SSymantec SecurityAdvisories Result 2 : Security Headquarters The world-classMcAfee
I , f lu , sdvIj1 rieH

E- DoD - DISA lAVA Result 3 : Virus Advisories 0, The Office Company A learning community

- Threat orAlerts providing workplace resources for computer users and those working in home,
E Whois traditional, or mobile office environments.... Flowers & Gifts

- Tools
- Tips

D) Personal Folders

D) Deleted Items Google

Found 10 results

Result 1 : Security Headquarters ... Click here for an archive of

SecurityAdvisories... AVERT is the top-ranked anti-vim-sresearch center.. is to
support the computing public,
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Selecting one of the links from the results will display the web page corresponding to that
link in the bottom frame of the right pane.

File Edirt View Search Settings Tools Help

9 Anecurit, AnalystAssistant iAltav.sta

n Calendar of Events

n Contacts Found3 results
nF Tasks

9 F Security Topics Result 1 : McAfee Inc. McAfeeAVERT (Anti-VirnsEmergency Resptonsre T ein), the leadig
- E Latest secriti news -anti-virusresearch orgazaution, tracks the ... you comprehensive details onviruscharacteristics and

0- 71 Vulnerabilities indiications of
I E Advisories

9 Commercial Result 2 : Security Headquarters The world-classMcAfee

n Ceri CCAdvisries
r SecurityFocus Advisories o Products

v Symantec Securit,/Advisoes I Services

Lj DoD - DISA lAVA Downloads
0" L Threat orAlerts I Security HQ
0- 7 Whole >

0- L Tools . Partners

G- E Tips - About Us

B Personal Folders Security Headquarters

n Deleted Items Solutions for.
- Home Users The world-class McAfee® Anti-Virus Emergency Response Team

Small & Medium services required to react quickly to intrusions on desktops, server

Business systems from the next generation of blended attacks and threats.
"Enterprise extensive worldwide support, AVERT will advise and alert, not alarr

Industry & Government Virus iformation

More than 94,00f viruses
Buy Products exist today. The AVERT
Upgrade Products Virus Information Library

Recister Products has detailed information

Try Products concerning where viruses

_Contact Us come from, how they
infect your system, and
how to remove them.

* Global Sites more >>

4. Add a topic node

Select a tree node to which you wish to add a topic node. Then select the tool bar icon •÷ or
from the menu bar choose <Edit> followed by the menu item <Add Node>. This will prompt
you to "Enter New Topic..." Provide the appropriate label for the new topic node and hit
<OK>. At this point, you have an option to cancel this operation.

Entwt Naew Topic...
SDenial of Service Attacks
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Note that the new node is added as a last child of the selected node. The "Denial of Service
Attacks" topic is added to the "Latest security news" node as its last child.

File Edit View Search Settingps Tools Hell)

Fk A ix
4 Security Analyst Assistant

n calendar of Events Topics:
n Contacts
B) Tasks * Top Ten Attacked Ports
9 Securitylopics * Top Ten Attacking IPs
(P L t1 sec--;I urity rip-,- * Top Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOS

B) Top Ten Attacked Ports * Virus News from f-secure
B Top Ten Attacking IPs * New vune-abilities

STop Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOS * IATAC
F) Virus News from f-secure * Denial of Service Attacks
) Newvulnerabilities SIATAC

B Denial of Service Attacks
8- • Vulnerabilities

L- 1 Advisories
e- j Threat or Alerts
0- ý Whois
0- Tools

E Tips
B Personal Folders
L) Deleted Items
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As a result of this operation, the Buddy search will be performed on the newly added topic
and the results will be available for display in the right pane.

File Edit View Search Settings Tools Help

4 Security Analyst Assistant

BE Calendar of Events Search Results for - Denial of Service Attacks
) Contacts

D Tasks Altavista
9 Security Topics

?-E Latest security news Found 10 results

[ Top Ten Attacked Ports

B Top Ten Attacking IPs

[i Top Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOS Result 1 : CERT/CC Denial of Service ... malicious activity, are

) Virus News from f-secure necessarilydenial-of-serviceattacks. Other types of attack may include a ... your

B New vulnerabilities exposure to certaindmial-of-serviceattacks. Additionally, it will aid ...

[) IATAC Result 2 : Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Attacks/tools ... Network
D 'PenAt o-f:ervieP Ingress Filtering DefeatingDemialofSrvirceAttackswbich employ IP Source... An

L-7 Vulnerabilities Analysis of Using Reflectors for DistributedDenial-of-ServiceAttacks, by Vern
[- Advisories
- Threat or Alerts

SWhois
" Tools
- Tips

B) Personal Folders

B Deleted Items O

Advi ...e CERT® Coordination Center

US-CERT
Vulnerobility Denial of Service Attacks
Notes Database

Incident Notes

Current Activity

5. Insert a topic node

Select a tree node in which you wish to insert a topic node. Then select the tool bar icon 1v
or from the menu bar choose <Edit> followed by the menu item <Insert Node>. This will
prompt you to "Enter Topic String..." Provide the appropriate label for the new topic node
and hit <OK>. At this point, you have an option to cancel this operation.

Enter TOPIC Strin2g...
F ý In-Ccident Reports!:
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Note that the inserted node is added as a sibling of the selected node. The "Incident Reports"
topic is added to the "Latest security news" node as its sibling.

Fil Edit View Search Settings Tools Help

9 7 Security Analyst Assistant

nI Calendar of Events Topics:
n Contactsn[• TasksSTasks* Latest security news

9 ~ ecuityTopcs Incident Reports
L-7 Latest security news Incit o0 Vulnerabilties
LIncident Reports * Adv~isories
- Vulnerabilities

* Threat or Alerts
eME Advisories 0 Whois

" Threat orAlerts
- Whois * Tools

e" Tools * Tips

E! Tips

n Personal Folders

n Deleted Items
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As a result of this operation, the Buddy search will be performed on the newly inserted topic
and the results will be available for display in the right pane.

File Edit View Search Settings Tools Help

4 Security Analyst Assistant

B[ Calendar of Events Search Results for - Incident Reports
) Contacts

D Tasks Altavista
9 Security Topics

9 Latest security news Found 4 results

[ Top Ten Attacked Ports

B Top Ten Attacking IPs

[i Top Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOS Result 1 : CHP Traffic Incident Information Paýe Traffic Information Web Page

) Virus News from f-secure for the California Highway Patrol ... TrafficIncident

B Newvulnerabilities Result 2 : CERT/CC Incident Notes ... US-CERT Vulnerability Notes

F) IATAC Database. IncidentNotes ... The CERT/CC has been receivingreportsof a new
[) Denial of Service Attacks mass-mailing virus known as W32/Netsky.B ...

- Vulnerabilities
e Advisories
el ý Threat or Alerts
G Whois
G- ý Tools .....
e- E Tips

B Personal Folders

D) Deleted Items optio

Adisoie CERT/CC Incident Notes;
.US-CERT 2004 1 2003 1 200:2 120011I2000 1 199----9 11998
Vulnera bility
Notes Database

Inoident Nrote

Current Activiti 2004
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6. Delete a topic node

Select a tree node that you wish to delete. Then select the tool bar icon A or from the menu
bar choose <Edit> followed by the menu item <Delete Node>. This will prompt you for the
confirmation of deletion. At this point, you have an option to choose <Yes>, <No>, or
<Cancel> this operation.

Hile Edit Vfiew Search Settings Tooils Help

(9 1Security Analyst Assistant

n Calendar of Events Search Results for - Incident Reports
D) contacts
) Tasks Altavista

9] Security Topics
E- l Latest security news Found4result

D I i :ndC it FP 11tFQ4
e ] Vulnerabilities
0- E Advisories Result 1 : CHP Traffic Incident Information Page Traffic Information Web Page

e- [ Threat or Alerts for the California Highway Patrol ... TrafficIncident
e. E Whois
e Tools Result 2 : CERT/CC Incident Notes ... US-CERT Vulnerability Notes
G- E Tips Database. IncidentNe. The CERT/CC has bee receiviMreiortoa new

D Personal Folders nss-ag virus:
D Deleted Items Result 3: Federl IR~u...:Fe r1The

Fýý Are you sure you want to delete this nodIe?
table below lists the pt of the

reportand ... Pr.. .. 0..

Business Days ...

Result 4 : BSAC Incident Reports home page NDC Diving IncidentsReports.
Thesereportsare compiled by (and are copyright 0) The British Sub-Aqua Club
(B SAC), Diving Incidents Advisor and are published by BSAC in the interests of
diving safety ... 1998 they started to publish theIncidentreportson the BSAC's own
web site. Reportsstarting from 1997 ... Sport Divingncidentreportsfrom HIM
Coastguard published on the SAA VW ...
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If you chose to continue deletion, the node will disappear from the tree.

File EditiView Searchi Settings Tools Hell)

9 Li Security Analyst Assistant
D Calendar of Events Topics:

D)Contacts
D TasksL:* Latest security news

T Vulnerabihties
L-1 Latest security news
L- 1 Vulnerabilities Acivsones

0- • Advisories Threat or Alerts

e Threat or Alerts V/hois
G" Whois * Tools

0- E Tools Tips

e- ý Tips

) Personal Folders

Deleted Items
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7. Rename a topic node

Double click on the tree node that you wish to rename. The node will appear as shown in the
screenshot below to allow you to edit the text. Note there is no tool bar or menu bar option
to perform this operation. Rename "Incident Reports" to "Incident Notes" and hit <Enter>
after you finish typing.

File Edit View Search SettiUn Toolts Heir)

L9 3, ecurrty Analyst Assistant
L[ Calendar of Events Search Results for - Incident Reports
B) Contacts
I) Tasks Altavista

9 Security Topics
9 E Latest security news

I Top Ten Attacked Ports
LTop Ten Attacking IPs

STop Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOS Result 1 -ClIP Traffic Incident Information Page Traffic Information

E) virus News from f-secure Wet Page for the California Highway Patrol ... TrafficIncident

rD Newvulnerabilities Result 2 : CERT/CC Incident Notes ... US-CERT Vulnerability Notes
EL IATAC Database. Incidentlotes ... The CERT/CC has been receivingreportsof a
Li Denial of Service Attacks ne mass-rim ng virus known as W32/Netsky.B ...

L Incident Reportsl r
G- Ll Vulnerabilities

El Advisories

e" ý Threat or Alerts
e, E!hois
e- E Tools
el 7 Tips
B) Personal Folders

F-lDeleted items opti ons
Advisories CERT/CC Incident Notes

.US-CERT 2004 I 2003 12002 12001 12000 11999 I 1998
Vulnerability
Notes Database

Incident Notes

Current Activity 2004
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As a result of this operation, the Buddy search will be performed on the renamed topic and
the results will be available for display in the right pane.

File Edirt View Search Settings Tools Hellp

qk Security Analyst Assistant

S- Calendar of Events Altavista

F) Contacts Found 10 results
E) Tasks

9 Security Topics
9P Latest security news Result 1 : CERT/CC Incident Notes US-CERT

D Top Ten Attacked Ports VuienabilityNotesDatabase.Incidentqotes. Sumtmries. Tech Tips. AirCERT. CERT

D Top Ten Attacking IPs Statistics. Vulnerability Disclosure Policy. CERT Knowledgebase. System

D Top Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOS Administrator courses. CSIRT courses. Other Sources of Security Information.

L Virus News from f-secure Channels. Message

i Newvulnerabilities Result 2 : U.S. DOE-CIAC (Computer Incident Advisory Capabilitv) Website

L IATAC CIAC'sC-Notes** Last Updated onO8/13/04 - C-Note-04-012: "Adobe Acrobat Reader

L Denial of Service Attacks Uudecocting Errors in UNIXiLinux versions" (08/13/04) ... of Energy memorandum
[I lncH[idtNolez concerning Cyber SecurityIncidentRepoting. For details, visit

L-1 Vulnerabilities CIACIncidentReporting Procedures ...
[- 7 Advisories

, L Threat or Alerts Result 3 : Incident and Vulnerability Notes The federal civilian government's trusted

e,-•Whois focal point for computer securityincidentreporting, providing assistance
C,- L Tools withincidentprevention and response ... IncidentNotes. Incidentnotesprovide timely

- Tips infor-mation about computer security incidents and intruder attack trends. View

D Personal Folders
[ Deleted Items

FedCIRC has moved to
www. us-cert.gov/federal
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8. Search selected topic

Select a tree node on which you wish to obtain the latest security information. Select the tool

bar icon . or from menu bar choose <Search> followed by the menu item <Search Topic>.
If the selected node is a non-leaf node (e.g., "Latest security news"), you will be informed
that the search cannot be performed on non-leaf node. If a leaf node was selected, then
depending on the time elapsed between the last search and this search, the results will differ.

I. ................ ......

File. Edit View Seairch Settings Tools Hell)

1 [ Security Analyst Assistant
D Calendar of Events Topics:
D)Contacts
) TasksSeuitT pis Top Ten Attacked Ports

71 Securit-Topics * Top Ten Attacking IPs

* Top Ten Viruses reported to SOPHOSD- Incident Notes.- iulncidentilioes * Virus News from f-secure

-• Advisories New vulnerabilities

E1 Threat orAlerts * LATAC

El Whois * Denial of Service Attacks

0- Tips

..... ... ... .... .... ... ... . ..... ....

D ersonal Folders fo~efc~Ir~~n

9. Search all security topics

Perform this operation by selecting the tool bar icon w or from the menu bar choose
<Search> followed by the menu item <Search All>. This is similar to Windows Operating
System's "Refresh" operation. It will result in performing the Buddy search operation for all
of the topics at the leaf nodes in the subtree that falls under "Security Topics" node of the
tree.
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10. Adhoc search

This is a one-time search that you may wish to perform on a security topic that is not part of
the tree. It may be used to find another reference from which to learn additional information
about the original topic, or information on another topic in the tree, or just a quick search on
a random topic.

Type the search topic in the text box provided at the upper right corner of the GUI window

and hit tool bar icon 60 when you are ready to begin the search. The results will appear in
the top frame of the right pane. If you select any of the links in the search results, then the
web page corresponding to that link will appear in the bottom frame of the right pane.

File Edt View Search Setting Tools Help~

9 E SecurityAnalystAssistant S
L) Calendar of Events Search Results for - IP Spoofing
D Contacts
ni Tasks Altavista

0- E Security Topics
[D Personal Folders Found 9 results

[) Deleted Items
Result 1 : SecurityFocus HOME Infocus: IP Spoofing: An Introduction ... networks and computers should
employ such techniques.IPspoofingis one of the most common forms of on-line camouflage. InlPspoofing, an
attacker gains unauthorized access to ...

Result 2 : IP Spoofing LG #63 "Linux Gazette...making Linux just a little more fun!"IPSpoofing. By Kapil
Sharma. Aspoofingattack involves forging one's source address. It is the act of using one machine to
impersonate another.... h is a nicely commented library for includingIPspoofingfinctionality into your

i S-oII-

IP Spoofing: An Introduction
by Matthew Tanase
last updated March 1 1, 2003

Criminals have long employed the tactic of masking their true
identity, from disguises to aliases to caller-id blocking. It should
come as no surprise then, that criminals who conduct their nefarious
activities on networks and computers should employ such
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11. Open file

Open a text file containing a different search topics organization named "iranl.txt". To

perform this operation, select the tool bar icon t or from the menu bar choose <File>
followed by the menu item <Open...>. You will be prompted to type the file name.

~Look iZ AWJL i~ rJE~

L- Incidents.htm B LatestVirusThreats.htm

F) Iran.htm B LatestVirusThreatsfromS'ym

D 7ranttxt BMcAfeeVirusAdvsories.htm
[) LACNIC.htm B New16.giif

[) Latestsecuritynews.htm B New24.gtif

L) LatestuirusalertsfromS'ymantec.htm B newaffacks.htm

Fil~eNatna: jran-1lltA

Filescofjjype; All Files

You can open an existing file or create a new text file by specifying the root of the topics tree
with level number "0" followed by "comma" followed by its "label". Then increase the
levels of the rest of the topics in the tree depending on where in the tree structure that topic
will appear. The text file looks like this and is the required format for the text file. It will not
allow blank spaces before and after "comma", at the "end of the line", or at the "bottom of
the file".

File Edit Format View Help

PJ, Iran
1, Geography
2,climate and weather
3,temperature zones
1, wind
2,precipitalon zones
2, storms
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Notice in the screenshot below that the fixed part of the tree is unchanged with the opening
of a new file but the new topic tree from the file appears under "Security Topics" node.

File Edfit View searwh SetWngs Tools H~elpANL ZDD J S
(' L Security Analyst Assistant

D Calendar of Events Topics:
B Contacts
I Tasks

* Geography
9 ( SecurityTopics

9* LiE]
9I Geography

1-1 climate and weather

L temperature zones
9 wind

Bprecipitation zones

r storms
D Personal Folders
L- Deleted Items

12. Save file

To the above tree organization of iranl.txt file, modify the topics tree by adding a subtree
with the parent node "Natural resources" and children nodes "Oil" and "Soil".

I I U I

9' • Security Analyst Assistant

D Calendar of Events Topics:
B Contacts

D Tasks
9 Security Topics * Soil

9 E Iran
e- F Geography
e- • wind

9 --NaIuraJ RBSOLuir:Pe
B Oil
BSoil

r- Personal Folders
BDeleted Items
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To perform this operation, select the tool bar icon L or from the menu bar choose <File>
followed by the menu item <Save>. The Save File operation will save the changes to
"iranl.txt" and the text file will now look like this.

File Edit Format View Help

0, security Topics
1, Iran
2,Geography
3,climate and weather
4,temperature zones
2,wind
3, precipitalon zones
3, storms
2,Natural resources
3,011
3 soil

13. Save file as

Modify the tree content again by deleting some topics from the tree such that it looks like the
screen below.

File Edit View Search Settings Tools Help

I? Security Analyst Assistant
D Calendar of Events Topics:
D Contacts

STasks
T Geography

9 SecurityTopics

L I Geography

9 E climate and weather

) temperature zones

SPersonal Folders

D Deleted Items
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The Save As operation will prompt you to save the tree topics under the Security Topics node
with a different file name. Type the new file name as "iran2.txt".

7SvahI: 7ýL¶AWGII ML El

BIlcanrenamethisnode.htm
F IncidentResponseTeams.htm
B)Incidents.htm
B)Iran.htm
B Iranl.txt

Eihran2Axt

Fil~eNam-e fan.

Fiesuofjy~e: All Files

Notice that the content of "iran2.txt" will now look like this.

"*n I., Nu U X

File Edit Format View Help

0, security Topics
1, Iran
2, Geography
3,climate and weather
4,temperature zones

14. Download html pages

To perform this operation, select the tool bar icon or from the menu bar choose <File>
followed by the menu item <Download files>.

There is always the possibility of a network going down for various reasons. This option for
downloading html pages is provided to allow the user to save the html pages that correspond
to the html links returned by the Buddy search on each of the topics under the "Security
Topics" node of the tree. Because this operation could take a long time to complete, it is
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recommended that the user start it when normal usage of this application is not affected., e.g.,
before going home for the day, during a lunch break, etc., though it is important that this step
must be performed before a network goes down. In this situation, the downloaded pages will
be useful to continue using the application for its intended purpose, even thought the network
is temporarily unavailable. The downloaded pages could also be used on a machine that is
not on the network The data will be as old as the last time the download was performed.

15. Menu bar Summary

The table below summarizes the menu items along with descriptions for quick look-up.

Table A. Menu Bar

File CtrI-F

Open... CtrI-O Open an existing security tree
Save CtrI-S Save the tree under same name
Save As... CtrI-A Save the tree under a new name

Download files Ctrl-D Download all html pages
Print Ctrl-P Not Implemented
Exit Ctrl-X Exit the application

Edit Ctrl-E

Add Node Ctrl-D Add node as a child of current node
Insert Node Ctrl-N Add node as sibling of current node
Delete Node Ctrl-L Remove current node

View Ctrl-V

Toolbar Display or hide the tool bar
Search Ctrl-S

Search Topic Ctrl-T Search Internet on current node
Search All Topics Ctrl-L Search Internet on all security topics

Settings Ctrl-G
(Not implemented -
Use buddy application) Search Interval... Specify the time for periodic search

Configure Source... Edit the data source settings
Preferences... Internet and search engine settings
Select Sources... Select data sources i.e. web sites

Tools Ctrl-L
(Not implemented)

Find Find keyword in personal folders
Empty "Deleted Items..." Remove deleted items node content
Restore "Deleted Items..." Restore deleted items node content

Help Ctrl-H
(Not implemented)

About Ctrl-A Display application version info
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16. Tool bar Summary

The table below summarizes the tool bar icons along with descriptions for quick look-up.

Table B. Tool Bar

S....•.... Back to previous results page (Not implemented)

SGo to next results page (Not implemented)

Open topics file

I Save changes to current file

S Save changes to another file

S Download html files corresponding to the search results for each security topic

Print html pages in the bottom frame of the right pane (Not implemented)

Add new topic node as a child of the current node

Add new topic as a sibling of the current node

3 Remove the current node

U Perform Internet search on the security topic at the current node

Perform Internet search on all of the topics under "Security Topics" node

M Find a keyword in the personal folders (Not implemented)

Perform a one time search on any of the security topics
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